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MILITARY CRISIS MANAGEMENT IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

1. Finnish Forces as Part of International Crisis Management Operations

1.1 The Development to the 2006 Act on Crisis Management – Why a New
Finnish Act?

Finland has continuously for 50 years, longer than any other United Nations State, been partici-
pating in peacekeeping operations. It is clear that participation in international peacekeeping is
a basic obligation of each capable and democratic country that is based in rule of law acting
within the civilized international community. Why is this small Northern State so actively in-
volved in the international peacekeeping and crisis management operations?

While the motivation behind the Finnish participation has always been solidarity with the
international community, Finland believes that it can enhance European and also its own
national security – as understood broadly – by promoting international crisis management,
peace, and security abroad, even far outside Europe. We are not talking in American fashion of
direct “threats” towards our way of living; we are talking of a globalizing world in need of a
concrete cooperation, especially in crisis management.

Finnish participation in peacekeeping operations was for a long time regulated by the Act
on Peace Support Operations (514/1984, amended esp. by Act 750/2000). In 2006, the legisla-
tion was totally reformed on the basis of a new cooperation with NATO and the EU. The Act
on Military Crisis Management (211/2006) came into force on 1 April 2006. This new Act
superseded the old Act and amended completely the Finnish position on peacekeeping and
crisis management.

Finland has previously participated in military crisis management and peace support (here-
inafter peacekeeping), this participation was to be based  only either on decisions adopted by
the United Nations (UN) Security Council (UNSC), or the decisions by the Organization of
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) aiming at preserving international peace and
security or protecting both the provision of humanitarian aid and the civilian population.

Hence, the Finnish legislation was traditionally based on the central role of the UNSC,
which according to the United Nations Charter is responsible for “taking action in order to
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maintain or restore international peace and security”. However, the work of the UNSC has
constantly been compromised by the use of veto by its permanent members. For instance, in
1998 China used veto in the Security Council and blocked the continuation of the UN mandate
concerning the preventive military operation in the Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedo-
nia (FYROM).

The lack of UN mandate obliged Finland to withdraw its peacekeeping troops from
FYROM in a frustrating way. The protection of the civilians had to be put to one side, and no
one could take care of the security of the innocent inhabitants living in the battlezone.

As a result of the above-mentioned situation Finland amended Section 1 of the old Act on
Peace Support Operations in order to enable Finnish troops to continue in the field under
special circumstances, in spite of some permanent members of the UNSC using their right of
veto. After the amendment, the Finnish peacekeeping organization was able to participate in
“humanitarian assistance” on the “request of a UN special organization or agency”. The aim of
the amendment was to guarantee the security of the civilian population in the operation areas
where Finnish troops were already deployed and the UNSC mandate could not be retained due
to political reasons.

As already mentioned, the UNSC is the main actor in mandating international crisis man-
agement operations. However, the UNSC itself has been confronted with the idea of its author-
ity being compromised. Practical examples include military operations in Kosovo (NATO bomb-
ings in 1998) and especially in Afghanistan and Iraq (US-led intervention from 2003 onwards).
While the UNSC withholds the primary right to take international action on the one side of
coin, on the other there should be certain accountability and obligation to act in situations
clearly constituting a threat to international peace and security. In practice, it is not the case.
Often the UNSC paralyzes itself and is unable to act due to the politics. In recent cases, e.g.
Sudan and Congo, the EU has become the active operator. These situations, however, are too
new to be discussed here.

In practice, the Finnish national decision-making process relating to NATO led operation
KFOR in Kosovo was a watershed when evaluating the scope of Finnish peacekeeping accord-
ing to the Section 1 of the (old) Act on Peace Support Operations. The Defense Committee of
the Finnish Parliament clarified in its statement that it is “possible” for Finnish peacekeeping
troops to use force to “enforce the military tasks appointed to the peacekeeping unit”, in addi-
tion to the traditional self-defense right (defending yourself or someone else for life, health,
liberty, property, home peace, etc.).

The Statement continued that the use of force always had to be “reactive and restricted”,
because national legislation did not authorize proactive, self-initiated and unrestricted use of
force, which aims at controlling a conflict, restoring peace or suppressing hostilities by means
of war (the so called pre-emptive self defence). Therefore, the Act had to be reformed because
the criminal law status of the Finnish peacekeeping forces was unclear.

It was also noted in the Committee statement that Finnish terminology was not consistent
with the international terminology. The KFOR operation was clearly a crisis management op-
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eration, which did not satisfy the elements of the traditional Finnish concept of “peace enforce-
ment”. According to the Committee, the Finnish term “peace enforcement” included initiatives
and coercive actions in situations “close to attack”. The Committee finally stated that the Finn-
ish KFOR mandate did not include these elements.

It is evident that the above mentioned thinking will be challenged in Finland if the EU
Constitutional Treaty comes into force and the European Defense cooperation within the EU
deepens in whatever form. The European Union Constitutional Treaty and its Articles concern-
ing the common security and defense policy will create a new legal basis for military coopera-
tion inside the EU. This legal process will also create a new framework for the development of
European Union military crisis management operations outside of the EU.

The Amsterdam Treaty already included a wide spectrum of military crisis management
tasks. The Petersberg’s tasks, including humanitarian and rescue tasks, peacekeeping tasks and
tasks of combat forces undertaken for crisis management, including the restoration of peace
(see the present TEU Art.17), simply had to be taken into account also in Finland.

The EU Constitutional Treaty widens the scope of the Petersberg’s tasks to joint disar-
mament operations, military advice and assistance tasks, as well as to peace-making and
post-conflict stabilization operations. The Constitutional Treaty also creates a legal basis for
all the foregoing in the fight against terrorism, including support to third countries in combat-
ing terrorism in their territories. Furthermore, the new Treaty will also extend to natural catas-
trophes, such as floods, storms, etc. In addition to the progress in legal framework, the Euro-
pean security and defense policy is moving towards an active European development of
military capabilities in order to enable EU to respond more quickly in the future in demanding
crisis situations.

In addition to the present EU Treaty Articles governing crisis management, Finland has
also clarified its position regarding the Article I-40.7 concerning the duty of collective self-
defense within the EU. This Article creates a legal obligation for the Member States to give aid
and assistance by all means in their power, in accordance with Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter, if a Member State is a victim of armed aggression on its territory. However, according
to the wording of the Article, this obligation shall not prejudice the “specific character of the
security and defense policy of certain Member States”. Finland, along with Sweden and Ger-
many, is one of these “certain Member States”.

It is also clear that this clause is included as a compromise text based on the demand of
the non-NATO countries (Finland, Sweden and Austria) and Germany. Members of NATO
naturally have similar obligations in relation to other NATO Member States. The nature of EU
“common self-defense” and its different interpretations will be clarified before these obliga-
tions become legally binding.

This all has led to a situation where the Finnish tasks for the peacekeeping and crisis
managing forces have changed from the monitoring of border or ceasefire lines to securing and
restoring security and order in the area under their responsibility. Tasks may include enforce-
ment of movement restrictions, home searches, riot control activities, vehicle searches, and
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arrests and detentions of persons. Tasks may also include disarmament and arms control, as
well as other reconstruction elements. These tasks demand clearly wider needs to use armed
force, if considered necessary and proportional to the task targeted.

Further, to date the Finnish peace security forces have acted only as ground forces. In the
future, air forces and naval forces will also be used in the Finnish international crisis manage-
ment.

Wider possibilities to use force are also justified from the troop protection point of view.
The peacekeeping forces are usually deployed in an area with other armed forces and unofficial
militia, whose strategic aims are not necessarily clear or uniform. This may create a security
threat not only to the local population but also to the international crisis management forces.
The operational environment has clearly become more demanding and more unpredictable
than before.

Several additional legal issues ought to be mentioned. Nowadays it is quite common for
civilians to take part in crisis management in logistics, translation services, office services, etc.
In the recent operations, the majority of personnel have been civilians. Their legal status, how-
ever, is even more complicated than that of soldiers.

Due to the above-mentioned issues, it is only reasonable that any organization responsi-
ble for the execution of the peacekeeping operation can authorize forces with a rather wide
possibility to use armed force.

1.2 The Scope of Authority – Who Decides?

The present scope of Finnish peacekeeping is regulated by Section 1 in the new Act on Military
Crisis Management [emphasis AMN].

Section 1 – Scope

(1) This Act lays down provisions on Finland’s participation in international mili-
tary crisis management, on training and exercises in crisis management and on the
status of crisis management personnel.
(2) Finland may participate in international military crisis management authorized
by the United Nations (UN) Security Council, or exceptionally in other interna-
tional military crisis management, with the purpose of maintaining or restoring inter-
national peace and security or supporting humanitarian assistance operations or pro-
tecting the civilian population, taking into account the purposes and principles of the
Charter of the United Nations (Finnish Treaty Series 1/1956) and other rules of inter-
national law (military crisis management).
(3) The implementing party for crisis management referred to in this Act may be the
UN, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the European
Union (EU) or some other international organization or group of countries.
(4) This Act does not apply to Finland’s participation in military operations imple-
mented under Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations.
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Article 51 of the UN Charter states: “Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the
inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs
against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken meas-
ures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Mem-
bers in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the
Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems
necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.”

Accordingly, in the new Act, after a long political discussion, the mandate to send troops to
international crisis management duties was reformed dramatically, as explained above. How-
ever, as a political compromise, several administrative requirements were enacted.

Section 5 – Organization and Rersonnel

(1) Finland’s participation in military crisis management will be within the confines
of the appropriations granted for this purpose under the main Budget titles of the Min-
istry for Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Defence.
(2) The Ministry of Defence will assign the duties required for military crisis man-
agement to the Defence Forces and will guide and supervise the military crisis man-
agement undertaken.
(3) The Finnish crisis management organization may comprise crisis management
forces, individual units and private persons. The crisis management organization is
part of the Defence Forces and subordinate to the Defence Staff as provided in this
Act. Operationally, the crisis management organization is subordinate to the imple-
menting party referred to in section 1.
(4) The number of crisis management personnel, excluding rotation personnel and
personnel in training, must not exceed 2,000 people.
(5) Further provisions on the crisis management organization referred to in subsec-
tion 3 may be issued by Ministry of Defence decree. The administrative status and
powers of the various parts of the organization are subject to confirmation by the
Defence Staff.

Section 6 – Training and exercises. The training and exercises necessary for establishing the
readiness required for military crisis management are arranged by the Defence Forces. Finnish
military contingents and individual Finns may take part in training and exercises abroad. Train-
ing and exercises may also be arranged in Finland for foreign military contingents and indi-
vidual foreign nationals.

1.3. National Decision-making Process

The decision-making process relating to participation in peacekeeping operations is regulated
in Section 2 of the (new) Act. The President of the Republic shall decide on the participation
and termination of participation of peacekeeping operations in each case separately. This Deci-
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sion is based on the proposal of the Government and consultation with the Parliament. The
decision to place a military standby unit is also taken by the President of the Republic on the
basis of a proposal put forward by the Government.

After preparatory discussion of the matter at a joint meeting of the President of the Re-
public and the Government Committee on Foreign and Security Policy and before the deci-
sion is made, the Ministry of Defence may, on the basis of the discussion, start measures to
prepare and make provision for participation. The Ministry of Defence may also implement
minor changes concerning participation.

Before submitting a proposal concerning Finland’s participation to the President, the
Government must always consult Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee. If the proposal
concerns a crisis management operation that presents a particularly demanding military chal-
lenge or an operation that is not based on a UNSC mandate, the Government must, before
submitting its proposal, consult Parliament by providing it with a report on the matter.

Therefore, crisis management which is not authorized by the UNSC but instead by the
EU, the OSCE or some other international organization or group of countries (e.g. the African
Union), falls under a more complex decision-making process in Finland. This compromise
satisfies two needs. Some politicians wanted to give the EU a parallel right to propose crisis
management operation; others did not want to give the EU any power at all to introduce even
traditional peacekeeping operations.

Moreover, significant difficulties arise when the situation changes rapidly in the crisis
area or “transition area”. How far does the authorization reach? According to the new Act, if
plans are made for significant changes to the duties assigned to a Finnish crisis management
force during the course of an operation, the Government must consult Parliament or Parlia-
ment’s Foreign Affairs Committee.

The EU crisis management forces are based on the idea that several Member States will
establish “standby units” which are trained to be ready for action for a certain calendar year.
This year, Finland, Germany and the Netherlands will have such units; next year 2008 it will be
Finland, Sweden, and Estonia. Before submitting a proposal concerning the establishment of a
standby unit to the President, the Government must consult Parliament by providing it with a
report on the matter. Before submitting a proposal on the participation of Finland in crisis
management by using a standby unit, the Government must consult Parliament’s Foreign Af-
fairs Committee.

Furthermore, when the rules of engagement (ROE) of the peacekeeping force are to be
wider than in traditional peacekeeping, the Government must consult the Parliament by sub-
mitting a report detailing these rules in the operation in question prior to introducing the pro-
posal. The term “traditional peacekeeping activities” is not, however, defined in the Act itself,
or in the preparatory documents. The procedure shall be the same if a widening of the rules of
engagement of the peacekeeping force is planned during the crisis management operation.

The decision-making procedure seems to be rather complicated. Especially in NATO
operations, in which Finnish troops can take part on the basis of Partnership for Peace Agree-
ment, the ROEs can have huge importance. Problems can arise, if, e.g., the ROE would ap-
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prove the doctrine of “pre-emptive self defence”, a doctrine unknown to the Finnish criminal
law. In cases of regulatory conflicts, the Finnish legislation takes priority. It remains to be seen
whether the consultation with the Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee clarifies the poten-
tial problems.

It is also questionable whether the more detailed decision-making procedure in the EU
and OSCE operations will jeopardize the whole goal of this kind of operations. The original
premise was that there are situations when UNSC is quite simply too slow in its decision-
making and where immediate military help is needed in a crisis situation.

1.4. Status of the Finnish Peacekeeping Forces under International Law in
General

Crisis management personnel are considered non-combatants. The status of “combatant” is a
question of a fact, and it should be analyzed according to the individual facts of the case of
using military force. The situations should be considered according to the 1949 Geneva Con-
ventions and their 1977 Additional Protocols. In a case where a threshold of international or
internal conflict is met, it is clear that international humanitarian law applies and parties to a
conflict are considered as combatants. This, however, is not the main rule in crisis enforcement
operations.

Without going into details on this issue, it is possible that under certain deteriorated
conditions peacekeeping forces (not only soldiers, but also crisis management personnel) might
find themselves in situations at least close to a conflict situation, which might place them in or
at least close to, a combatant status. Similarly, soldiers in the field can find themselves in
situations developing extremely rapidly – situations where the Geneva Conventions and their
Additional Protocols may be almost impossible to apply on the basis of the knowledge the
soldiers can have of the circumstances.

1.5. International Instruments Relating to Jurisdiction and Status of the Finnish
Forces

The main documents concerning the legal status of and jurisdiction over forces are the NATO-
SOFA and PfP-SOFA. The contents of these documents are nearly identical but PfP-SOFA
covers the States in the NATO Partnership for Peace program, whereas NATO-SOFA applies
only to NATO Member States. Also EU Member States have reached an agreement on EU-
SOFA, which is at the moment in national ratification process in the Member States. As the
national proceedings on EU-SOFA are not yet complete, it is reasonable to concentrate here on
NATO/PfP-SOFA.

It should also be noted that the applicability of the EU-SOFA in the future depends on the
willingness of those Member States taking part in specific international operations. While the
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practice in current operations is widely based on the NATO/PfP-SOFA, it might take a while
before EU-SOFA will become a practical tool in peacekeeping operations.

Without going into details about the Finnish dualistic system of accepting and bringing
into force international obligations in Finland, it should be noted that PfP-SOFA is incorpo-
rated to the Finnish legislation and is considered to be in force in Finland as a national law. This
means that PfP-SOFA regulations are effectively for all intents and purposes comparable to
national law provisions in Finland.

However, in this context one detail must be mentioned. Finland included in the ratifica-
tion documents a reservation concerning the authority of foreign Courts to act on the terri-
tory of Finland. According to the reservation, Finland does not recognize foreign Courts’ au-
thority to exercise their powers on Finnish territory. Finland does not deny the authority as such
according to the SOFA regulations. Therefore, the sending State can have jurisdiction over
their own military forces in an operation abroad. They even can establish their own military
courts abroad, which Finland does not do itself. However, only the national Finnish Courts
(and ICC and ad hoc international criminal courts) are authorized to exercise executive powers
in Finnish territory.

This reservation does not apply to immediate, disciplinary measures that are necessary
to maintain order and security of forces. These measures, exercised by sending State authori-
ties, are allowed. For example, if a Finnish soldier is guilty of a misdemeanor (leaving a guard
post, behaving aggressively and intoxicated during his/her free time in a local bar, etc.), normal
disciplinary procedure can be applied by the commander of the Finnish unit abroad. In more
serious cases the Finnish soldier is sent back to Finland and his/her offence is tried at the
District Court of Helsinki. Coercive measures can in these cases include for example arresting
a suspect of a certain military offence. The same would apply for home search, blood tests,
drug tests, etc., if these measures were be allowed in Finland.

It is important to note certain features of how PfP SOFA applies to the jurisdiction of
Finnish peacekeeping forces and military personnel of these forces abroad. The main provision
on jurisdiction is Article VII of the NATO/PfP-SOFA. According to the Article VII, Section
1.a, the military authorities of the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the
receiving State all criminal and disciplinary jurisdictions conferred on them by the law of
the sending State over all persons subject to the military law of that State. The background idea
is very simple. It might be difficult to find voluntary crisis management soldiers for operations
in countries with a very severe criminal justice system. If, e.g., a Finnish soldier is guilty of an
assault against a local civilian, of reckless driving, of intentional damaging of another’s prop-
erty, the case is always dealt with either as a disciplinary issue by the commanding Finnish
officer or in a normal criminal procedure in Finland.
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2. Criminal Law Jurisdiction

The jurisdiction of the Finnish criminal justice system is very broad, as in all the Nordic crimi-
nal justice systems. Obviously, the starting point is that offences committed in Finland or con-
nected with a Finnish vessel or aircraft, (are within) Finnish jurisdiction (the “territoriality
principle”, see Penal Code, Chapter 1, Sections 1 – 2).

To be more precise, Finnish law applies when a Finnish vessel is in the territory of a
foreign State or a Finnish aircraft is in or over such territory “and the offence is committed by
the master of the vessel or aircraft, a member of its crew, a passenger or a person who otherwise
is on board”. This situation, however, will probably be of little relevance over the next few
years, as there are no plans to send Finnish military vessels abroad yet.

Offences “directed at Finland” also fall in the scope of application of the Finnish Penal
Code (Ch. 1, Section 3). This is the case, e.g., “if the offence has seriously violated or endan-
gered the military interests of Finland, or if it has been directed at a Finnish authority.” The
Finnish jurisdiction protects all Finns (the “passive personality principle”). According to Ch. 1,
Sect. 5, Finnish law applies to an offence committed outside of Finland that has been directed
at a Finnish citizen, a Finnish corporation, foundation or other legal entity, or a foreigner
permanently resident in Finland if, under Finnish law, the act may be punishable by impris-
onment for more than six months.

Therefore, even on this basis criminal acts against Finnish crisis management troops would
in many cases lie within Finnish jurisdiction. The problem obviously requires judicial coopera-
tion in criminal matters and the practical need or possibility to have the foreign suspect extra-
dited to Finland. Usually, this would be impossible, as almost all States do not extradite their
own citizens. The case is different if the European arrest warrants can be used, that is, if a
soldier from another EU Member State commits a crime against a Finn. To date the tool of
arrest warrants has not been tested in this kind of a case.

In practice, crimes committed against Finnish troops abroad are only reported to the local
police authorities, but no other measures are taken, not even a follow up of how the cases
proceed before the local authorities. Most probably the local police do not necessarily have any
interest in protecting international crisis management forces.

Concerning offences committed by Finnish military personnel, again the Finnish ju-
risdiction is broad. According to Ch. 1, Sect. 4, Finnish law applies to all military offences
defined in Chapter 45 that have been committed outside of Finland by a soldier. Finnish law
likewise applies to an offence committed outside of Finland by a Finnish citizen or a permanent
resident (“active personality principle”, Ch. 1, Sect. 6). A definition of a “soldier” is in the same
Ch. 45. Problems may arise when the crisis management forces increase their use civilians in
their operations. In these cases, the Finnish procedure can be more complicated and require
dual criminality criteria to be fulfilled.

However, if an offence was committed in a territory not belonging to any State, it is a
precondition for the imposition of punishment that, under Finnish law, the act is punishable by
imprisonment for more than six months.
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With such a broad jurisdiction, the Finnish Penal Code usually requires for “civilian
crimes” committed abroad dual (or double) criminality. According to Ch. 1, Sect. 11, if an
offence has been committed in a foreign State, the application of Finnish law may be based on
the passive or active personality principle (and the foreigners can be prosecuted on the basis of
Ch. 1, Sect. 8) only if the offence is also punishable under the law of the place of commis-
sion and a sentence could have been passed for it by a court of that foreign State. In this event,
a sanction that is more severe than what is provided by the law of the place of commission shall
not be imposed in Finland.

Examples are not difficult to imagine. Finland and Sweden are the only States that penal-
ize buying sexual services. What if a Finnish soldier or civilian serving in Finnish crisis man-
agement troops engages a prostitute? He/she will definitely claim that “when in Rome do as the
Romans do” in essence a dual criminality standard. Or what if a sending State allows a higher
level of intoxication in road traffic than the Finnish 0,05% or Swedish 0,02%?

The proper question here is whether the soldier was in the line of duty when committing
the alleged offence. Some activities that occur during leave of absence during evenings and
week ends may be part of military service. But on the other hand, soldiers must have private
time for themselves. No clear answer can be given.

It must also be noted that the Finnish Penal Code Ch. 1, Sect. 7 of the Penal Code Degree
has a wide list of international offences applied to all acts committed outside of Finland,
where the criminal nature of the act, regardless of the law of the place of commission, is
based on an international agreement binding on Finland or on another statute or regulation
internationally binding on Finland (“international offence”). In fact, Finland has ratified all
international agreements concerning international offences.

International offences include, among others, war crimes, crimes against humanity, geno-
cide, other breaches of Geneva Conventions, breach of the prohibition of chemical weapons,
hijacking (of an aircraft, a vessel, a train or a bus), criminal sabotage in air traffic (starting a
fire, blowing the aircraft, or endangering the aircraft, etc.), all terrorist offences (besides the
main offences also preparation of the offence to be committed with terrorist intent, directing of
a terrorist group and promotion and financing  of a terrorist group, etc.).

Concerning traditional crimes, for example narcotic offences are listed as international
crimes. In these cases, no requirement of dual criminality is required. However, the prosecution
order by the Prosecutor-General is usually required in order not to end up in jurisdiction con-
flicts with foreign States.

In addition to the international offences, the principle of dual (or double) criminality does
not apply to, e.g., offences against administration of justice by the International Criminal Court,
and to some sexual crimes violating juveniles or offences relating to child pornography.

According to the normal procedure, if a Finnish soldier commits a crime abroad in a
crisis management operation, either as a soldier (a military offence) or during his free time
(assault, damaging of property, drunken driving, etc.), he is sent home and his offence is tried at
the District Court of Helsinki as the first instance. We no longer (since 1981) have special
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military courts or military prosecutors in Finland, not to speak of “field military courts” abroad.
Only disciplinary measures by the soldier’s unit are available in the field.

On the basis of the traditional cooperation between the Nordic countries, other perma-
nent Nordic residents or Nordic citizens also fall under this rule. Therefore, for example, a
Swedish soldier can be prosecuted in Finland although his military offence was committed
abroad. This, however, is rare and has never taken place concerning military offences.

Finnish law applies also to an offence committed outside of Finland which, under Finnish
law, may be punishable by imprisonment for more than six months, if the State in whose
territory the offence was committed has requested that charges be brought in a Finnish
court or that the offender be extradited because of the offence, but the extradition request has
not been granted (Ch. 1, Sect. 8). This can be the case if, for example, Finland has granted
asylum to a person, who has requested to be extradited to his home country on the basis of
offences committed during an armed conflict, even if the offence or the victim has absolutely
no connection to Finland. In that kind of a situation, the human rights of the requested person
must also be carefully considered, as the ECHR has evaluated cases in which the extradition
could possibly mean discrimination, e.g., on ethnical, political or religious grounds.

Usually a criminal case involving an offence committed abroad will not be investigated
or tried in Finland without a prosecution order by the Prosecutor-General. This ensures a
unified and consistent practice in dealing with crimes committed abroad. However, the order
by the Prosecutor-General is not required, for example, if the offence was committed by a
Finnish citizen or permanent resident and it was directed at a Finnish resident (e.g. mutual
assaults between Finnish soldiers abroad), or the offence is to be tried as a criminal case in
accordance with the Military Court Procedure Act (326/1983). Therefore, from a procedural
point of view military offences committed abroad are easily tried in Finland.

3. Applicable Substantive Law

3.1 Military Offences

In Finland, military offences are described in Ch. 45 of the Finnish Penal Code. Without going
into details, these include, e.g., service offences (usually breaches of military rules of engage-
ment, Sect. 1 – 4), sentry offences (mostly leaving the guard post without permission, Sect. 5 –
8), absence offences (Sect. 9 – 10), obedience offences (from violent resistance to a superior
officer to insubordination to rules of conduct, Sect. 11 – 15), and offences by a superior (usu-
ally mobbing or other abuse of superior position against (the)(a) subordinate, Sect. 16 – 17).

There are also some special provisions and special scales of punishment (Sect. 20 – 26)
concerning offences in wartime, such as violation of combat duty or desertion of the troop.
These, however, do not apply to crisis management operations, but only to offences committed
during “wartime”, the definition of which is a complicated one and the declaration of which
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requires the consent of the Finnish Parliament. Crisis management operations of the EU will
clearly not fulfill the “wartime” criteria and therefore the peace time rules are applied.

Minor cases (e.g. petty theft, petty assault, disciplinary military rules of engagement) can
be dealt with in a disciplinary procedure. However, in more serious cases (e.g. assault, theft,
aggravated drunk driving, rape, sexual using of a child) the offence must be dealt with in the
Helsinki District Court in Finland. If a soldier commits a general offence in duty, he can be also
be held responsible for violating military rules of engagement. Therefore, the case can be dealt
with abroad in a disciplinary procedure and after that in a normal criminal procedure in Finland
in the Helsinki District Court.

3.2 The General Part of the Finnish Penal Code on International Troops

Section 28 – Criminal responsibility

(1) Persons engaged in training or exercises referred to in section 6 above or
serving in crisis management are subject to the provisions of Chapter 45 of the Penal
Code. Offences referred to in the Military Court Procedure Act (326/1983) which are
committed by such persons at the service location are not, however, subject to the
provisions concerning offences committed during time of war. The provisions of the
Military Discipline Act (331/1983) and provisions issued under it will apply to such
persons, unless otherwise provided in this section.
(2) The fixed time period laid down in Chapter 1, section 14(1) of the Coercive
Measures Act (450/1987) for dealing with a detention demand concerning an appre-
hended individual is extended by the time taken to transport the person from the crisis
management location to Finland or the time taken for the members of the court to
travel from Finland to the mission location.
(3) For persons serving in crisis management, one fifth of average total daily pay
referred to in section 2 of the Military Discipline Act is considered to be the combined
total of the person’s full month’s service pay subject to withholding tax plus daily
allowances and fringe benefits at their taxable value, divided by 150. The daily amount
of a disciplinary fine for persons undergoing crisis management training is the amount
of the person’s daily allowance.
(4) In addition, the provisions of the Church Act (1054/1993) apply to prosecution
of a military chaplain in a general court of law.

Some provisions from the general part of Penal Code deserve attention here. First, when carry-
ing out service duties, soldiers serving in a military crisis management operation have the right
to use force when carrying out their duties (Ch. 45, Sect. 27). Force may only be used to the
extent necessary and for the duration necessary to carry out the task, in acceptable propor-
tion to the goal of the operation and in accordance with the rules of engagement confirmed
for the operation. This restriction may cause problems when the operational tasks become
more demanding. Traditional peace keeping, e.g. checking of the identity of a person, has
rarely led to a conflict, but the new tasks of, e.g., riot control, home search or gun control, may
more easily lead to conflict situations with civilians.
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Second, soldiers also have the normal right to self defence. According to Ch. 4, Sect. 4 of
the Penal Code, in order to prevent an imminent or ongoing attack, everyone has the right to
defend himself or herself or any other person (Ch. 4, Sect. 4). Defence may only be used to the
extent necessary. Furthermore, self defence is only justified when the measures do not clearly
exceed what can be deemed justified, taken into account the nature and force of the attack,
the person of the defender and attacker and other circumstances.

In crisis management tasks this means that “pre-emptive self defence” is not allowed for
Finnish troops at all. Of course, when the Finnish Air Force is eventually employed, it may be
in practice impossible to evaluate when there is an imminent attack to be prevented. Also the
command chain in these situations is according to the ROEs quite complicated, which means
that the pilot has a very restricted scope for evaluation.

The self defence section also means that the more professional and educated the soldier
is, the more he or she has to use sound consideration when met with a violent civilian. On the
other hand, when a soldier faces deadly force, serious measures are allowed.

Provisions concerning excessive use of force and self-defence are laid down separately
(Ch. 4, Sect. 4(2) and 6(3) 7 of the Penal Code).

Third, Ch. 45, Sect. 26b of the Penal Code regulates the relevance of an order of a
superior. A soldier shall be sentenced to punishment for an act that he or she has committed in
accordance with the order of a superior officer if (1) he or she has understood that obeying the
order would be breaking the law or duty or service; or (2) he or she should have understood
the illegality of the order and the act it requires, taking into account the manifest nature of the
illegality of the act ordered. If, however, the act has occurred under circumstances in which the
subordinate could not have been reasonably expected to disobey the order, the offender is
exempt from punishment.

Rules concerning orders of a superior are different in different States. This Nordic line of
thinking emphasizes the responsibility of every soldier to evaluate for him or herself the legal-
ity of orders given. It also means that there never is an absolute obligation to obey orders of a
superior. In some other legal cultures the military discipline is emphasized more, e.g. an Ameri-
can subordinate must follow the orders always if he or she does not understand the illegality of
the order. Every Nordic soldier has a duty to evaluate the legality of the order, take into account
the circumstances of the order and further it is required that he or she has the knowledge of e.g.
the Geneva Convention and its protocols of allowed measures. This may lead to problems in
multinational troops where there are soldiers of different nationalities in the same command
chain.

3.3 Law on Damages

Concerning damages, the Nordic legal systems differ to some extent from other European ones.
If a soldier is a victim of a crime in his line of duty, the State as the employer bears the initial
responsibility for damages. The covered damages can be material ones (clothes, medical bills,
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loss of income, etc.), but can also concern pain, mental suffering, or cosmetic harms. Of course,
pension and other social security concerning disabilities is covered as well. The employer – the
Finnish Military Forces – can in theory sue the person who had intentionally caused the dam-
age, but this does not take place in practice because of practical problems.

If a soldier is a victim of a crime outside his line of duty (during his free time), he also
has the right to compensation from the Finnish State, even if he is abroad only temporarily or
even as a tourist (e.g. on vacation from the mission) (Crime Compensation Act). Afterwards the
State may seek to regain the compensation from the offender, but again, this does not usually
take place.

Concerning a Finnish soldier causing damage to a civilian in the line of duty, usually
the Finnish Army agrees outside of a Court the amount of the damage and pays it. The Army as
the employer is liable for damages caused by a soldier or civilian on the line of duty. The
Finnish State can, however, in this case subsequently sue the soldier, especially if the damage
was caused intentionally, but this does not happen in practice.

Crisis management personnel are also entitled to compensation from government funds
for damage to their property during service duties if possession of the property was necessary
for the service duties (Sect. 30 of the Crisis Management Act). This compensation covers re-
pair costs of the property and other expenses arising from the damage, as well as the loss in
value or the full value of destroyed or lost property. If the person suffering the damage has
contributed to the damage or if some other circumstance unrelated to the act caused the damage
has also been a cause of the damage, the compensation may be reduced or the right to compen-
sation refused.

This section refers to the Nordic specialty of extremely high car taxation. Crisis manage-
ment soldiers commonly buy tax free cars during their command abroad. If the car is stolen or
damaged in the garage, the State is not liable for damages. On the other hand, damages to, e.g.,
a wrist watch or sunglasses are covered even though no one can be proven to have damaged
them negligently or intentionally.
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